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Introduction____________________________________________________ 
This paper explores how the design of the built environment impacts the viability of retail. The design of 
the built environment is widely studied, as is the viability of retail businesses; however the impact of 
these two fields on each other has hardly been addressed. This lack of research is largely due to the 
challenges of quantifying an intangible value and assessing a causal effect.  
Over the past few years I have noted an intuitive nature of humans to patronize a business based on the 
surrounding environment of that location without recognizing the criteria in their decision process. I 
believe that the design of the built environment outside of a retail establishment has a significant impact 
on a customer’s decision to go there and therefore on the success of that business.   
The impact of built environment design affects many property types and business types. I chose to 
narrow the study and focus specifically on coffee shops because of my personal interest and their 
significance in neighborhoods.  
Specifically, this paper examines whether or not the built environment design impacts the viability of 
coffee shops and which elements of the built environment have a significant impact.  
Methodology___________________________________________________ 
Data for this study was collected through literature review, interviews, and surveys. The results are 
exemplified through case studies. 
Literature Review 
My first step in the study involved research of existing literature on third places, urban design, and retail 
location. My research helped me to learn the urban design language, understand the existing research, 
and note where the three areas of literature did not intersect. My literature research findings are 
included where pertinent throughout this report.  
Interviews  
There are four groups who contribute to the qualitative understanding of urban design’s impact on third 
places: (1) Producers, (2) Owners, (3) Customers, and (4) Regulators. 
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Producers 
The producers are the architects, real estate developers, and retail consultants who create the built 
environment. I conducted phone and in-person interviews with nine producers. Interviews were 
recorded for future analysis. All but one of the producers work in the local area and all have experience 
designing projects which include third places. (See Appendix J: Interviews). 
Owners 
The owners are those individuals who own coffee shops. I interviewed seven local business owners who 
are not a part of a national franchise. The decision to focus on local owners was made to simplify the 
research, to concentrate only on those businesses which are inherently focused on local community as a 
result of their ownership structure, and to narrow in on the challenges of a business without the 
benefits resulting from the economies of scale available in national companies. The research sample was 
also chosen as a result of location and type of built environment. I made sure that I included case studies 
which were located in both suburban and urban environments. 
All seven owner interviews were conducted in person at the establishment and were recorded for future 
analysis. The interview began with verbal questions and then ended with the completion of a written 
survey. I followed up with some of the owners to fill in any holes in the research. (See Appendix J: 
Interviews) 
Customers 
The customers are those individuals who patronize the case study coffee shops. The 71 customers were 
randomly selected by way of those present at the time of the interview. A written survey was handed 
out to those customers at the coffee shop. I remained in the establishment for questions, but was 
largely absent during their responses. Customer surveys were collected over a couple of hours on one 
day per establishment.  
Regulators 
The fourth and final group, which I have defined as regulators, includes town officials who have the 
authority to influence the design of the built environment through the project approval process and 
through zoning and design guidelines. I was not able to include this group in the study; however, it is 
important to note that they are also involved in the impact of the built environment on retail 
businesses. 
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Surveys 
The surveys were designed to collect data about whether the participants thought built environment 
design had significant value in the viability of retail as well as to collect which specific elements of the 
built environment they thought were most significant.  
I searched for a list of elements that make up the sum of our built environments.  I was unable to find a 
resource with a concise and comprehensive list. Retail location books, like Location Strategies for Retail 
and Service Firms, provide checklists of site elements to analyze, but there are not many that pertain to 
the built environment design. (See Appendix K: Checklist for Site Evaluation) Jane Jacobs talks about the 
use of the built environment, but with little regard to the actual design of each element. Kevin Lynch 
talks about the built environment elements at a macro city level, but not at a micro site level. Allan 
Jacobs’ “Looking at Cities” is the closest I found to a comprehensive list.  
Allan Jacobs includes a list of ‘clues’ on how to examine the nature of an urban environment. He 
discusses how certain elements like architectural style and size, street width, and sidewalks contribute 
to telling the story about a place. I took his list and elaborated based on my interviews with the 
Producers and on what I believed were essential built environment elements. As a result I created the 
following list of those elements which I thought might have an impact on retail: 
Sidewalk width   Accessibility 
Pavement materials  Traffic count (Pedestrian) 
Street width  Traffic count (Automobile) 
Street lighting  Building heights 
Tree coverage  Overall density of buildings 
Landscaping  Block size 
Building architecture  Proximity to public transportation 
Visibility from street  Proximity to other businesses 
Parking design  
 Seven owners were surveyed on what influence they thought each element had on the success of their 
business. They rated each element on a scale of 1-5 with 1 having no influence and 5 having a high 
influence. (See Appendix B1: Owner Survey 1 of 2) 
The answer to this question was based specifically on the establishment and not the owners’ subjective 
opinion of the factors’ influence in general. As a result, the answers are dependent on the specific 
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elements at each site and not comparable across the sites. For example, the Café Driade owner highly 
valued pavement materials because the presence of the gravel and dirt at the establishment provides a 
unique experience there. However Brooke at Cup a Joe in Hillsborough gave it no value because the 
cement of the sidewalk did not play any role in her business. This information is helpful when observing 
both of these establishments, but together it should not imply that the average influence on pavement 
materials is a medium level of influence on the establishment. As a result, analysis of the data should be 
looked at the role of each element on individual establishments. (See Appendix C: Owner Survey 
Results) 
The results of this exercise provided a quantitative analysis of each element, but it also provided an 
opportunity for qualitative research. As the interviewee read through each element, I was able to 
provided definitions when necessary and was able to hear their thought process about each element.   
Customers were given the list of built environment elements with a few of the elements reworded to 
apply directly to the customer. They were asked to indicate if each element played a positive, negative, 
or no impact on their decision to come to six of the seven case study coffee shops. (See Appendix D1:  
Customer Survey Page 1 of 2) Cup a Joe in Hillsborough was removed from the customer survey because 
it was out of the geographic region that the interviewees would be traveling in for a coffee shop.  
Between 10 and 15 customer surveys were handed out at each case study location with a total of 71 
surveys. Customers were given a chart with all six coffee shops, but only responded to those which they 
were familiar with, yielding 183 responses. (See Appendix E: Customer Survey Question #1 Results) The 
coffee shops with higher number of respondents were therefore those that were known by more 
customers. Cup a Joe in Chapel Hill and Bean Traders did not have as many respondents, likely because 
they are located farther from the center of Chapel Hill where the majority of the respondents lived.  
This format allowed me to evaluate not only which elements they valued more or less, but it allowed me 
to assess the success of each case study based on these elements. By noting which elements negatively 
or positively impacted their decision to patron coffee shops and comparing the responses across each 
coffee shop, I was able to gather a copious amount of information.  
Case Studies 
Seven coffee shop case studies were analyzed and are utilized herein to exemplify the owner and 
customer’s perspective and to observe the impact of the built environment design. The case studies are 
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limited to coffee shops only. This allowed for consistent comparisons of the data. The coffee shop 
industry was chosen because they are an important business to our communities. (See Appendix A: 
Importance of Coffee Shops)  
Data for the seven case studies was obtained through personal observation and from the owner and 
customer interviews and surveys. Included in the results section are accounts of each case study, 
specifically a description of the location, how the owner chose the location, a summary of how the 
owner and customer interpreted the location, and an analysis of the assets and hindrances of the built 
environment on the business. 
Case Study 1 Cup a Joe Chapel Hill, NC 
Case Study 2 Open Eye Café Carrboro, NC 
Case Study 3 Café Driade Chapel Hill, NC 
Case Study 4 Jesse’s Café Carrboro, NC 
Case Study 5 Bean Traders Durham, NC  
Case Study 6 Jack Sprat Chapel Hill, NC 
Case Study 7 Cup a Joe Hillsborough, NC 
(See Appendix G: Maps of Case Studies) 
Analysis  
Analysis was conducted after each interview, after completion of each group, and at the completion of 
all interviews.  Review of the recorded interview and survey shortly after every interview produced 
summary notes for each interview. While interviews of each group overlapped at times, they were 
completed in the order of producers, owners, and then customers. With each group completion, I 
reviewed the individual summary notes and came to a conclusion on the overall perspective of that 
group. A comprehensive analysis of all group perspectives was then conducted. 
Study Limitations 
Additional interviews, surveys, and case studies would help to make this study more robust. Diversifying 
the case studies geographically and by neighborhood type, such as urban vs. suburban would make the 
study more applicable to other locations. Customer surveys were taken on one day, but results may be 
different for customers that are there at different times. The list of elements was developed with the 
help of the producers, but it would have been advantageous to have asked all groups the exact same 
question for purposes of a true comparison. 
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Results ___________________________________________________________ 
Coffee Shop Case Studies 
The results of this study are largely influenced by the case studies. For example, the customer responses 
regarding sidewalk width are in relation to the specific coffee shop’s sidewalk which they are valuing. It 
is beneficial to have a good understanding of each of the case studies before evaluating the results.   
Case Study 1: Cup a Joe, Chapel Hill, NC 
Cup a Joe is located in the Timberlyne Shopping 
Center in Chapel Hill, NC. (Figure 1) The area is a 
typical suburban neighborhood with the strip mall 
providing the necessary retail for the neighborhood. 
Cup a Joe is located on the northeast side.  
Access to the shopping center is through three 
streets – Kinston Road, Weaver Dairy Road, and 
Banks Road. Sixty-one percent of the customers 
reported that the accessibility had a positive impact 
on their decision to go to there. (See Appendix F:  Customer Survey Question #2 Results) While the 
traffic on these streets is relatively high for the area, the business is not visible from any of these 
streets or even from the parking lot entrances. (Figure 2) In addition, street signage is minimal. 
Pedestrians walking in the shopping center are rare, but they are able to see the business as a result 
of the outdoor seating and the glass doors. (Figure 3) The vast majority of traffic comes from 
automobile, not public transportation or walking. 
The materials are mostly cement and the 
landscaping is very bare with the exception to a 
few tree-lined parking lot barriers.   
The owner opened the business over 15 years 
ago. He had previous experience with other 
shops in Greensboro and Hillsborough, and today 
also owns shops in Durham.  While interviewing  
 
Figure 1.  Cup a Joe, Chapel Hill, entrance 
 
Figure 2. Cup a Joe, view from parking lot entrance 
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the owner, he was very educated on how the 
surrounding built environment impacted his 
business; however, he was admittedly not as 
educated when he first leased the space. His 
decision to move into this location sprung out of his 
love for cinema where he visited the neighboring 
Chelsea Theater often. The retail space next to the 
theater opened up and he decided to pursue a 
coffee shop in that space. His justification for the 
potential success of the location was based on the shared customer base with the theater. He later 
came to realize that the business was successful as a result of a neighborhood need for a third place 
and today acknowledges how the built environment does play a role in the business.  
The owner was unable, due to time constraints of pulling the deal together, to contemplate the 
location from a design perspective. However, today he openly admits that it is “not a very attractive 
space” and would definitely consider the design elements in any future coffee shop ventures.  
 
 
 
 
He noted three elements that are a hindrance to his business – visibility, parking design, and mix of 
businesses located in close proximity. Stanley Werb is the Principal of Rivercrest, the development 
company that owns Timberlyne Shopping Center. He acknowledged that Cup a Joe has some design 
challenges, particularly related to the parking design. () There are a few spots right in front, which he 
says are essential to the success of a retail business like a coffee shop that has customers stopping in 
on their way to work for something quick. The location is also at a dead end in the parking lot which 
contributes to driver frustration.  
While Stanley and the owner may be right that 
visibility, parking, and proximity to businesses are 
hindrances to attract new customers, the current 
customers largely reported that visibility played no 
role in their decision to go there; and both parking 
and proximity to other businesses played a positive 
impact on their decision to go there.  Stanley feels 
that the built environment is largely successful for 
the coffee shop. They have a significant amount of 
 
Figure 3 Sidewalk at Cup a Joe, Chapel Hill 
 
Figure 4. Parking lot in front of Cup a Joe, Chapel Hill 
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outdoor space and are fortunate to operate in co-tenancy with Chelsea Theater. The owner believes 
that the overarching element contributing to his success is the proximity to a neighborhood. I would 
add that the success is not only attributed to proximity to a neighborhood, but also lack of 
competition within that neighborhood. While the surrounding neighborhood is not very dense, the 
owner noted how density of the area can be critical to the success of a business because there are 
more potential customers. In addition to the neighborhood, Cup a Joe is successful with regard to 
design because it has a large covered walkway outside which provides for a significant area for 
additional seating.  
Case Study 2: Open Eye Café, Carrboro, NC 
Open Eye Café is located in the heart of Carrboro, NC, at the corner of Greensboro Street and South 
Roberson Street, one block off Main Street. The front entrance is located on Greensboro, a major 
thoroughfare in Carrboro with relatively high automobile and pedestrian traffic for the town. Fronted 
by perpendicular parking and a large-width sidewalk, the business is set back a great deal from the 
street; however it is still highly visible from all three streets.( Figure 5) The majority of customers 
reported that the visibility played a positive role in their decision to patronize Open Eye Café (See 
Appendix F:  Customer Survey Question #2 
Results). This visibility is a result of its size, glass 
storefront, signage, outdoor seating, and lack of 
other visual distractions. Sixty-four percent of 
customers reported that the parking design had a 
positive impact on their decision to go there and 
many of my conversations with the customers 
were about how they knew they could drive and 
get a parking spot. Seventy-one percent reported 
accessibility playing a positive role in their 
decision as well.  
The owner’s overall interest in design contributed to his perspective on locating his business. Open 
Eye was originally located next door to its current location, now occupied by Neal’s Deli. He moved 
Open Eye into its current space after making the conscious decision to grow from its original location 
which was only 990sf.  The original Open Eye location was opened in 1998 when the area was largely 
undeveloped – there were no sidewalks and no public transportation access. The owner believed the 
location – in the heart of Carrboro, a town primed for growth and without many third places - was 
 
Figure 5. Open Eye Cafe 
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going to be the reason for the success of his business. The decision to move next door was based on 
the fact that the location on that block was an asset to the business and also because he didn’t want 
to recreate the business after his customers had become accustomed to coming to that location .  
The owner was conscious of the built environment challenges when first locating his business and 
made plans for improving them. For example, after leasing the space, he petitioned for sidewalks 
along the block, providing better access– a change he believed was essential to the success of his 
business. He is also conscious of the other assets of his location, including the close proximity to 
other businesses, residences, and public transportation; visibility from the street; and room for 
outdoor seating. All of these elements were confirmed as assets through the customer survey as well. 
Case Study 3: Café Driade, Chapel Hill, NC 
Cafe Driade is located in Chapel Hill, NC, off of E. Franklin Street. 
The business is tucked away in the back of the parcel amidst the 
forest. Entrance to the property is accessible by car and foot 
through a gravel driveway, marked by a small low hanging sign. 
(Figure 6) The building is one story and very small, providing seating 
for about 12 only. (Figure 7. Café Driade building entrance) There 
are more than triple the interior tables located outside, along the 
building edge, on a deck, and throughout the bluff. The macro 
location is small-town urban; however, the immediate built 
environment feels rural with all of the natural elements and little exposure to urban elements like the 
street and other buildings.  
The owner chose to purchase the existing 
coffee shop in 2000 precisely because of its 
built - or lack of built - environment. The 
business was not very successful when he 
bought it, but he recognized the unique 
qualities of the space. The owner has “yet to 
find a coffee shop in the world that 
resembles this one.”  He recognized that the 
unique environment surrounding this 
 
Figure 6.Café Driade sign 
 
Figure 7. Café Driade building entrance 
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business is essential to the success of the business.  The customers agree that the environment is a 
major reason why they are such strong supporters of the business.  
Driade is the Italian word for the spirit that lives and dies with the tree, a fitting name since the 
business is tucked away in the forest. Many of the surveys had extra notations about their love of the 
landscaping. One-hundred percent of those surveyed at the establishment said they came there 
because of the outdoor environment. Eighty-eight percent of the entire survey respondents reported 
that the landscaping played a positive impact on their decision to go there. Only one person said it 
had a negative impact and the remaining respondents left it blank, implying that the landscaping did 
not play a role in their decision to go there.  
As a result of the deep setback from the street and the visual block of the trees, there is no visibility 
from the street, typically a hindrance on other businesses. However the lack of visibility is actually 
one of the greatest assets to Café Driade.  The owner believes that “its charm is that it’s 
hidden…Driade is about escaping. Finding a place where you can be social, relax; literally get away 
from it all.” The intentional design of the surrounding environment to keep the natural enclosure is 
what makes the business unique and therefore successful. 
Case Study 4: Jesse’s Café, Carrboro, NC 
Jesse’s Café is located in Carrboro, NC, where 
two major streets, Rosemary Street and Main 
Street, intersect each other. This corner 
witnesses a lot of traffic by cars, bikes and 
pedestrians. The business sits on a triangular 
shaped parcel with the building front facing 
west toward the street intersection. (Figure 8) A 
small parking lot fills the space between the 
building front and the streets at the tip of the 
parcel. There is a side deck with an arbor 
creating an outdoor room.  
The current owner had previously been working in the coffee business in California and started 
looking for a café location in Chapel Hill. He was in the process of finalizing a deal in another location, 
when the current location was donated to him by a colleague of his in February 2009. The owner 
took the location given that it was free and it was in a busy location in Carrboro without thinking too 
 
Figure 8. Jesse’s, view from intersection of Rosemary and 
Main Street 
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much about the design of the surrounding built environment. While he doesn’t think that the built 
environment plays a significant role in the viability of his business, he did infer that it plays a role 
when commenting on how potential customers have a hard time recognizing the business.  He said, 
you “drive by this building and you don’t know what it is.”  
I believe the confusion over the business is a result of visibility and identification. The parking lot, 
while it provides six parking spots for the business, is also a visual distraction from the building. 
Visibility of the building is still possible since it is in the middle of the street intersection. However, 
the visibility lacks clarity with the signage painted directly on the building, and only visible from a few 
areas of the street. In addition, while the business is located in a relatively dense area with many 
other businesses and residences, the immediate location is difficult to access. It is at the tip of the 
block, bordered by the busy streets, acting as an island where pedestrian traffic cannot easily cross 
the street. The accessibility and visibility concerns could 
prevent new customers from trying the establishment; 
however it does not prevent current customers from going 
there. In fact, only 19% reported that accessibility plays a 
negative impact on their decision to go there. (See Appendix 
F:  Customer Survey Question #2 Results) And based on the 
side comments I heard, I suspect that many of those 
responses were related to the building being located far away 
from where they normally go. The customer survey 
demonstrated that the availability of parking, accessibility, 
visibility, building architecture, pedestrian traffic, and 
proximity to public transportation and residences are all positive elements for Jesse’s.  
Case Study 5: Bean Traders, Durham, NC 
Bean Traders is located in the Homestead Market 
strip mall off Highway 54 in Durham, NC. It is tucked 
away in the bend of the strip mall, next door to the 
Harris Teeter grocery store. This area of Durham is 
suburban with the majority of retail located in similar 
shopping centers.  The business is not visible from the 
 
Figure 9. Outdoor area at Jesse’s 
 
Figure 10. Entrance to Bean Traders 
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street and the door is not visible from the parking 
lot because it is set back from the lot with a large 
covered walkway. The outdoor space though is great 
for additional seating and for an observer to identify 
that the business is a third place. (Figure 11) 
The owner opened Bean Traders in 2000 with 
previous experience in coffee roasting and a 
business mentality. She was in search for a space in 
Durham where she could open up her own coffee 
shop. She originally wanted to locate her business in Woodcroft, the popular shopping center at the 
time. However, there were no space openings. She then looked across the street to the new 
shopping center. It was new, had open spaces, and wasn’t too much farther from the Woodcroft 
location that had proven successful. However, the shopping center owners did not have an interest in 
a local coffee shop tenant. As a result, the owner settled on looking at the Homestead Market center.  
This proved to be a successful venture for her as the area was historically known by residents and the 
shopping center owners were easy to work with. However, due to its significantly lack of visibility, she 
spent a lot of time observing the location before closing the deal on the lease. She noted how the 
proximity to a larger grocery anchor was important. She also spent an afternoon observing the traffic 
counts. However, what was most important in her decision about the location was whether or not it 
“felt right.” She said that, “a huge part of choosing a location is if it feels right. If it feels right, I don’t 
think too much about it.”   
As noted above, the largest hindrance with regards to the built environment design is the lack of 
visibility from the street. But, as the owner noticed and as the customers reported, the proximity to 
other businesses, high traffic in the shopping center, parking availability, large space for covered 
outdoor seating, and exposure to trees and potted plants are assets to the business.  Not as many 
people knew of the establishment, likely a result of the location in Durham and the focus of the study 
in Chapel Hill, but of those that did, few had any negative comments about the built environment. 
  
 
Figure 11. Outdoor seating at Bean Traders 
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Case Study 6: Jack Sprat, Chapel Hill, NC 
Jack Sprat is located on E. Franklin Street, the 
main street of Chapel Hill’s downtown, and 
directly across the street from the University of 
North Carolina. The building is one continuous 
mass along E. Franklin Street. The business is 
slightly differentiated by a change of building 
materials – wood painted black and large 
storefront windows. The signage is easy to see 
and read. As a result, the business is easy to 
differentiate with clear visibility. The sidewalk is a 
standard width without any outdoor seating and minimal landscaping. (Figure 12) 
I was unable to interview the owner of the business, but I did get a chance to talk with the long-term 
manager. He said that he doubted the brand new owner had thought much about any of the specific 
built environment details. Rather the proximity to the University and location on the Main Street 
were the two location-driven factors.  
Proximity to the University and other businesses as a result of the downtown location are definitely 
the greatest assets to the location of the business. Also, visibility and building materials are 
contributing to the success of the business.  Space in the pedestrian realm for landscaping or outdoor 
furniture could help to improve the business’s customer draw.  Additionally customers reported that 
parking negatively impacted their decision to go to Jack Sprat.  
Case Study 7: Cup a Joe, Hillsborough, NC  
Cup a Joe in Hillsborough, NC, is located in the historic downtown on King Street. The nature of its 
downtown location guides the design of the built environment with adjoining buildings, urban 
pedestrian realm, and close proximity to other businesses. Access to the business is from the front off 
King Street and in the back off a public parking lot. Visibility of both entrances is very good as a result 
of signage – a new awning on the front and a sign and archway in the back. (Figure 13) 
 
Figure 12. Entrance to Jack Sprat 
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I interviewed both the first owner and 
the current owner. The first owner 
wanted to put a coffee shop in 
Hillsborough because there was a 
demand for a coffee shop in the area 
without any options. The location was 
ideal because it was located in the heart 
of Hillsborough’s downtown, providing 
good access and a large traffic to pull 
customers from. The current owner had 
been the manager since 2006 and 
bought the business in May 2009. She was able to see firsthand how successful the business was, 
noting how the location, including the built environment design, was a huge asset to that success. 
But before making the decision about purchasing the business, she and her husband put in a lot of 
thought about how to improve the surrounding built environment. She was conscious about what 
was helping to support the business and what was hindering it. Due to its location about 12 miles 
away from Chapel Hill, other customers were not able to comment on the establishment so it was 
removed from the customer survey.  
The current owner believes that the design of the built environment helps a great deal in the success 
of her business. The front awning and the back door signage make the business identifiable. The 
sidewalk provides enough space for outdoor seating. The architecture is inviting. There is enough 
parking that is easily accessible. There are enough businesses and residents nearby to support the 
business. The only two elements she describes as being a hindrance are accessibility issues for 
strollers and wheelchairs and the lack of room for more landscaping to warm up the outdoor seating 
areas. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 13. Cup a Joe, Hillsborough 
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Built Environment Design’s Impact on Retail 
The value of built environment design was tested with producers, owners, and customers of coffee 
shops.  Producers were asked in interviews if they considered the built environment valuable to the 
viability of retail. Interviews and surveys with owners were designed to observe if the owners had 
valued built environment when locating their business and if they saw these elements impacting their 
business. Customers were surveyed to see if their choice to patron a coffee shop was impacted by the 
built environment design. 
Producers 
When asked if the built environment had an impact on the success of retail, all producers answered 
with a resounding yes. The question though was how much of an impact and whether it could be 
both a positive and a negative impact.   
While all producers thought built environment played a role in the viability of retail, they did not 
think it played even a fraction of a role that population and product demand play. None of the 
producers believe that built environment is the most important, much less a top factor, in retail or in 
the real estate development field overall. While it is not the primary driver in success, all producers 
still think design of the built environment has value to a retail business. 
The majority of producers followed my question about the impact with the explanation that it 
mattered because a poor design will deter customers from going there. Many examples were given 
of failed shopping centers where the stores weren’t visible or easily accessed due to poor siting, 
plazas were empty due to an unbalanced ratio of height to area, and restaurants empty without the 
outdoor space of their competitors. It became clear that, in the eyes of producers, bad design did 
have an impact on the success of retail.  
But, good design did not necessarily translate to retail success. An email from land planner Scott 
Murray said, “Does good urban design enhance retail viability? …..you have to believe that the 
answer is YES.” Scott, an enthusiast of urban design, wanted to believe that good design added to the 
success of retail though he found it difficult to justify spending the extra money to create “good 
urban design” when it wasn’t clear what “good urban design” really was.  
The resistance to underwrite built environment design features was a common theme in the 
interviews. Development is an economy-driven field where investors are demanding a specific return. 
When a project is unable to meet the expected returns, producers are often forced to cut their 
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budgets. Design elements are one of the first costs to be reduced. This active cut of the design 
budget is an indication that producers do not value design as much as they verbalize.  
This devaluation was further supported when one interviewee, strip mall developer Stanley Werb, 
thought that the excuse of financial burden was a scapegoat.  He believed that good design can be 
just as affordable as a bad design. For example, an outdoor space in his malls only cost him a small 
amount to pour the cement but add value to his project. That outdoor space brings in tenants who 
require a patio and brings in customers who are looking for a different environment. He argues that 
you can improve your design to add value with minimal cost. Those who argue differently do no value 
design enough to find creative ways to address it.  
Owners 
I began the interview asking the owners how they chose their location, taking note of whether or not 
they had evaluated the elements of the built environment. (See Appendix D1:  Customer Survey Page 
1 of 2) I then asked directly if they had considered any specific built environment elements and also if 
they believed there were any elements that added value to their business.  The majority of the 
owners had taken the built environment elements into consideration before leasing their location. 
Two that hadn’t when evaluating the location said they now know how significant those elements are 
to their business and would definitely analyze them when looking at a new location. One owner had 
not given much thought to these elements prior to choosing the location and had not since. He was 
the only owner who thought that the built environment outside of their business did not have an 
impact on the success of their business. 
When filling out the survey of which elements had an influence on the success of their business, the 
owners naturally gave the elements a higher rating. On a scale of 1-5, with 1 being no influence and 5 
being a high influence, 50% of responses were a 4 or 5 and 78.4% were a 3 or higher. All of the values 
below 3 were assigned by one owner. (See Appendix C: Owner Survey Results)  I asked each of these 
interviewees if they realized that they were essentially saying the majority of these elements had an 
influence on the success of their business. They all agreed that they did believe the designs of these 
elements were playing a role in the success of their business. One outlier was the owner of Jesse’s 
Café who replied that he did not think that the built environment played a large role in the success of 
his business.  
Like the producers, owners do not believe that the built environment is the only, nor the most 
important, factor in the success of their business. But, they differ because owners feel strongly that 
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good design will have an impact on their success. Two of the owners even said on their own that they 
would be willing to pay a higher rent if the space was better designed. This financial value differs 
from the producers. 
Customers 
While I did not have complete interviews with every customer, brief discussions and survey results 
indicated that customers thought the design of the built environment impacted their decision to 
patronize coffee shops.  
When first introducing my study, most customers affirmed the topic and said comments like, “well of 
course that impacts my decision to come here.” They were all excited by the topic and happy to fill 
out the survey.  
I anticipated that the customers may not completely understand the survey, specifically the list of 
elements and how they could pertain to their patronage, and made myself available for questions 
when handing the survey to each respondent and while they were taking it. Very few had questions 
about the elements. I overheard customers talking to each other while filling out the survey, and they 
had a good understanding of each element and were making the connections of why those elements 
impacted their decision to go to the coffee shop. I inferred that there was little confusion over the 
survey because it was addressing a concept that they had already acknowledged.  
The survey results indicated that customers value the built environment design. (See Appendix E: 
Customer Survey Question #1 Results) The first question was a list of 12 items that may have 
contributed to their decision to go to that coffee shop. Four out of the six most frequently checked 
items related to the built environment. The second question was an opportunity for the customer to 
evaluate the elements at specific coffee shops. (See Appendix F:  Customer Survey Question #2 
Results) If there was an impact, positive or negative, the customer filled in that box with a “+” or a “-
“. Otherwise the question was left blank, indicating no impact. 42% of the responses were an impact. 
I believe this percentage is deflated as well. I noticed that for some of the respondents, the list of 
elements was lengthy, and they didn’t answer the last few rows. I also included a range of elements, 
knowing that some of them would likely have no impact. With this knowledge I think that 42% 
responding with an impact indicates that customer’s value built environment when deciding where 
to go.  
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Value of Built Environment Elements 
The interviews and surveys yielded a positive response that the design of the built environment did have 
value to coffee shops. In order for this information to be useful for coffee shop owners and producers to 
make changes to the design, they need to know which elements of the built environment add value.  
When choosing a location to develop for retail, producers consider how many people are near the site. 
While this is often evaluated by producers with a population, they could also observe this factor through 
built environment elements like density of buildings, proximity to residences and proximity to other 
businesses. When designing a retail project, producers were most attentive to accessibility and visibility. 
They thought that retail owners, when choosing a location to lease, would be focused on accessibility 
and visibility as well as parking.  
This study found that owners placed high value on visibility from the street, accessibility, traffic counts, 
and proximity to other businesses. Customers agreed with the assessment that visibility, accessibility, 
and proximity to businesses were important and also included parking design in the list of elements 
which had a significant impact on their decision to patronize a coffee shop. Building heights, pavement 
materials, and block size had little value to any of the groups. 
 Observations about each element are identified below through the reporting of the customer and 
owner data results and the opinions of the producers and me. The complete results from the owner and 
customer surveys are included in Appendix C: Owner Survey Results, Appendix E: Customer Survey 
Question #1 Results and Appendix F:  Customer Survey Question #2 Results. Where applicable 
quantitative analysis of the surveys is provided; though qualitative findings from the interviews and 
observations of how the surveys were taken are just as noteworthy when understanding how these 
elements are perceived and how they impact the coffee shops.  
Visibility 
Visibility simply means that people are able to easily see the business. The design of visibility can be 
altered with many variables. For example, it can be altered through signage, building location in the 
context of the block, or removal of visual distractions. Both the owners and the producers utilized 
this term and thought it was highly significant in the viability of a business. The retail sources all 
mention ‘visibility from street’ as an essential site characteristic.  I suspected that customers 
wouldn’t have thought this had an impact on them. I imagined this element played more of a role  
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 with new customers finding the businesses rather 
than those returning, though 46% thought this 
element played a role in their decision to go to a 
coffee shop.  
 Those Owners who saw their location as lacking 
visibility worked hard to address that issue 
because it is highly influential on their business. 
For example, Cup a Joe in Hillsborough put up a 
large green awning in the front of the business to 
make it a very visible establishment. The owner 
said that prior to the awning installation she used to get a lot of phone calls from people who were 
lost and couldn’t find the business, when in actuality they were right there and couldn’t identify the 
business.  She thinks that change has significantly improved her business. The owner at Bean Traders 
has also made efforts to make her business more visible, particularly regarding signage. She and 
other tenants pled to the owners for more signage with the tenant names included. While they all 
agreed this was a good idea, the new signs failed to include tenant names. The owner continues to 
push for this change because she realizes that visibility in some form from the street is important. 
 All but two Owners gave the highest influence value for visibility. One of the low ratings was because 
the owner of Jesse’s did not believe any of the external factors truly played a role in influencing his 
business. His assessment proved to be wrong as 52% of his customers said that visibility played a 
positive impact on their decision to go there. But, the other low rating by the owner was given 
because Café Driade is almost completely lacking in visibility.  
 It’s important to note 
that the blanket phrase 
that visibility is 
essential to success is 
not necessarily true. 
Café Driade and Cup a 
Joe in Chapel Hill both 
talked about the allure 
of finding a place that is 
 
Figure 14. Bean Traders, view from parking lot near 
entrance  
 
Figure 15. Café Driade located at rectangle behind trees 
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not easily found and the possessive claim that it is ‘your’ coffee shop. The Cup a Joe owner said, “If 
you give people an opportunity to discover something that they think is theirs, it’s more special than 
if you are able to be very visible for all. I can hang out for two years waiting when all of a sudden it 
becomes twice as busy because they have discovered ‘their’ place.” While a few businesses benefit 
from the entitlement role that their customers feel, in general, almost all Owners, Producers, and 
Customers agreed that a business must have high visibility.  
Table 1. Customer Survey Results - Visibility 
+/- Café Driade Open Eye Jesse’s Cup a Joe Jack Sprat Bean Traders Totals 
+ 15% 56% 52% 9% 48% 13% 
 
36% 
- 30% 4% 0% 17% 3% 7%   11% 
Accessibility  
The ability to access the business with ease is viewed critical by all groups.  Accessibility ultimately 
determines the level of traffic flow and therefore potential customers. The Owners, with the 
exception of the one outlier, gave high influential value accessibility. All Producers agreed that this 
was an essential element. Scott Murray thinks that access is likely one of the two largest built 
environment influences on a business, the other being density.  
I would argue that the customers’ ability to get in and out of the site determines whether or not they 
are likely to visit it. The owner of Bean Traders said, “If you can’t get in or out easily, forget it. People 
won’t make the effort…They aren’t saving an hour in their morning to get their coffee. They won’t 
come if they think they can never get a parking space and/or they can’t get out of the parking lot 
easily.” The site must be designed to create an ease of access.  
The owner of Jesse’s rated the influence of accessibility on his coffee shop low, though the customer 
surveys seem to contradict his assessment. Sixty-three percent reported a positive impact and 19% a 
negative impact on the access to his business.  These valuations are consistent with the other coffee 
shops as well.  Eighty-two percent the highest percentage of all elements, of the customers reported 
that accessibility plays an impact on their decision to go to the coffee shop. Sixty-five percent of the 
customers reported a positive impact. 
Table 2. Customer Survey Results - Accessibility 
+/- Café Driade Open Eye Jesse’s Cup a Joe Jack Sprat Bean Traders Totals 
+ 60% 71% 63% 61% 67% 67% 
 
65% 
- 28% 9% 19% 13% 21% 7%   17% 
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Pedestrian and Automobile Traffic  
Traffic is not actually a built element; however it is a direct result of the built environment.  The 
number of pedestrians or automobiles passing an establishment is the population with which the 
establishment can draw in new customers. The higher the traffic, the greater number of people 
exposed to the establishment.  The majority of the Producers and the Owners agreed with this 
concept and felt that higher traffic counts would result in greater success for the business.  Overall, 
pedestrian traffic was valued more highly by owners then automobile traffic, but the influence of 
parking leads me to believe that number of cars might play a larger role than anticipated.  
Customers viewed these elements differently. The pedestrian count meant how many people were 
around them, in a positive manner. For example, 47% of Open Eye Café customers thought the 
amount of pedestrians outside was a positive attribute to the coffee shop. However, the automobile 
count meant how many cars would be passing by them, in a negative manner. As a result, you see 
more positive impact for pedestrian count and more negative impact for automobile count.  
Table 3. Customer Survey Results –Pedestrian Traffic 
+/- Café Driade Open Eye Jesse’s Cup a Joe Jack Sprat Bean Traders Totals 
+ 18% 47% 44% 17% 21% 20% 
 
30% 
- 15% 7% 7% 9% 6% 7%   9% 
 
Table 4. Customer Survey Results - Automobile Traffic 
+/- Café Driade Open Eye Jesse’s Cup a Joe Jack Sprat Bean Traders Totals 
+ 18% 9% 15% 9% 3% 13% 
 
11% 
- 10% 18% 30% 0% 18% 20%   16% 
Parking 
Retail location resources like Ghosh’s Location Strategies for Retail and Service Firms all reference 
parking as a criterion for evaluation of a location. Parking evaluation could be the number of spots 
available, distance of parking areas to the establishment’s door, and ease of access to parking area. 
Dan Douglas, currently with Kling Stubbins and the former Director of Raleigh Urban Design Center, 
listed parking as one of the most important criterion to evaluate when siting a retail business. He 
believes that a customer driving in their car has to have the perception that they could get a parking 
spot right in front.  
Customers agree that parking design has an impact on whether or not to go to a specific coffee shop. 
78% reported this impact of parking; and 46% reported parking as a positive impact. The large 
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portion of customers citing a negative impact is a result of Jesse’s (63%) and Jack Sprat (76%). Both 
locations provide the impression that you will have trouble finding a spot. 
Both the Owner and the Producer of Cup a Joe referenced that the parking design was a hindrance on 
the success of the business. They understand the importance of parking, but they overestimated the 
impact that their lot actually plays on the customers. 61% saw the parking as a positive impact and 
only 4% commented on it being a negative impact.  
Table 5. Customer Survey Results - Parking 
+/- Café Driade Open Eye Jesse’s Cup a Joe Jack Sprat Bean Traders Totals 
+ 68% 64% 15% 61% 9% 53% 
 
46% 
- 13% 13% 63% 4% 76% 20%   31% 
Proximity to other businesses  
Retail resources spend a lot of time discussing the proximity to other businesses with regards to 
competition and complementary businesses. It did not come up in any of my interviews with 
Producers, but I do not think this implies they don’t value the element. Every owner brought up this 
element without any prompt from me.  The location of other businesses near them resulted in an 
increase of customers. Each owner instinctually listed the businesses nearby, noting those 
neighboring employees who patronized their coffee shop. The customer base was largely made up of 
neighboring employees.  And a few of the owners mentioned how their marketing scheme was based 
on reaching out to those employees nearby.  
The owners’ assumptions about this element proved to be true when 60% of the customers said that 
proximity to other businesses played a role in their decision to patronize a coffee shop. 87% of the 
Bean Traders customers said this element had a positive 
impact. This is great for the Owner who decided to move her 
business into a strip mall with a lot of other businesses. The 
strip mall location looks to be beneficial with regards to this 
element. 
Café Driade’s location is the antithesis of a strip mall and is a 
good test against this theory that more businesses nearby 
encourages customers to go to a coffee shop. (Figure 16. 
Figure ground drawing of Café Driade 30% of the customers 
Figure 16. Figure ground drawing of Café Driade 
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reported a negative impact and 18% reported a positive impact, demonstrating that proximity to 
businesses may in fact play a role in number of customers. The owner believed that the lack of 
businesses was an asset to the business though it doesn’t seem to be as positive a role as he had 
anticipated.  
Table 6. Customer Survey Results - Proximity to Businesses 
+/- Café Driade Open Eye Jesse’s Cup a Joe Jack Sprat Bean Traders Totals 
+ 18% 49% 48% 52% 55% 87% 
 
46% 
- 30% 11% 11% 13% 0% 7%  13% 
Proximity to residences  
Unfortunately this element was not included in the Owner survey, but the Owners made me aware 
that the number of people living nearby was important. Producers would agree. The real estate 
development profession utilizes tools such as the Census to examine households in an attempt to 
define the potential demand.  As a result of this attributed significance, I added ‘proximity to your 
home’ in the customer survey.  
67% of the customers reported that it had an impact on their decision to go to a coffee shop. 80% of 
Bean Traders customers said the proximity to their house played a role in their decision to go there. 
The geography of the survey respondents was largely in Chapel Hill so there were about half the 
number of respondents for Bean Traders compared to the other coffee shops. This further supports 
that the customer base is largely in close proximity to their home.   
Table 7. Customer Survey Results - Proximity to Residences 
+/- Café Driade Open Eye Jesse’s Cup a Joe Jack Sprat Bean Traders Totals 
+ 33% 49% 44% 39% 39% 80% 
 
44% 
- 38% 20% 15% 26% 18% 7%   22% 
Sidewalk width 
Sidewalks are important for access as well as important for creating additional space for the business. 
Urban planning and design resources cover this topic in depth. Retail resources do not discuss 
sidewalks in specific though Producers were well versed on the topic. One Producer, Dan Douglas, 
spent a great deal of time elaborating on sidewalks through his example of Downtown Raleigh. He 
was integral in changing the sidewalk regulations so that downtown Raleigh could increase their 
sidewalk width and therefore have outdoor seating.  The width was originally 10 feet, and now is 14.4 
feet, the minimum amount to accommodate seating. Rick Hill mentioned how sidewalks should be 15  
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feet in urban environments to allow for outdoor 
seating. Scott Murray thought that sidewalks 
should not be consistent widths throughout a 
neighborhood. He encouraged a changing width 
to create intrigue and to accommodate those 
areas where seating was needed by increasing the 
width only in that area.  
While Producers and urban design literary 
research acknowledge the value of standardized 
sidewalk widths, I was surprised that this study demonstrated that neither the Owners nor the 
Customers overtly viewed this element as influential on the success of coffee shops. This may be 
because the interviewees did not understand the impact a sidewalk could have with regards to 
outdoor seating.  When elaborating on the element with the owners, I found that they did think it 
was an essential characteristic in order to provide outdoor seating. When the owner of Cup a Joe in 
Chapel Hill discussed how “everyone’s trying to be France or Italy - trying to present a little 
something special,” he thought that outdoor seating was key to achieving this type of setting. In 
addition to creating an environment, the enlarged sidewalk allows for more seats and therefore more 
room for paying customers. 
40% of Bean Traders customers reported a positive impact, a result that the owner would not be 
surprised by. 32% of Customers reported that it played an impact on their decision, 28% of which 
found it to be a positive impact. This lends me to believe that a narrow sidewalk is not a hindrance to 
a business, but a wide sidewalk could be beneficial.  I would imagine that if other establishments had 
a wider sidewalk like Bean Traders, that they would see an increase in the positive impact ratings at 
their establishment.  
Table 8. Customer Survey Results - Sidewalk Width 
+/- Café Driade Open Eye Jesse’s Cup a Joe Jack Sprat Bean Traders Totals 
+ 13% 33% 37% 30% 27% 40% 
 
28% 
- 8% 4% 7% 0% 12% 7%   7% 
 
Figure 17. Sidewalk in front of Cup a Joe, Chapel Hill 
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Landscaping  
The majority of Producers did not have much interest in landscaping. One referenced a study where 
tree-lined streets have better retail sales, but on the whole Producers were not engaged with this 
element. They seemed to view it as a requirement, but not a desired element. I would guess that 
they do not think much about this element because 
it is not a permanent element.  
However, owners and customers viewed 
landscaping as influential.  All owners thought it 
play a significantly high influence on their success 
and 47% of the customers said landscaping had an 
impact on their decision to go to the coffee shops. 
All owners thought that landscaping helped to 
create a warmer environment that attracted and 
retained customers.  
Bean Traders put potted plants outside to create an “inviting and warm space.”  Since that addition, 
the owner reported that an additonal10-20% more people sit outside. The owner believes that 
providing an inviting space to sit helps with business because that person who sits might want 
another drink, remember another thing to buy, or have a friend come join them. If they hadn’t sat, 
they might have bought the beans at the grocery store or their friend, a potential new customer, 
would not have been exposed to the coffee shop.  While the owner may be correct, it seems as 
though there are still improvements to be made since 27% of the customers reported a negative 
impact as result of the landscaping. Customers didn’t tend to report negative impacts as frequently, 
so this percentage stands out in comparison to other elements and coffee shops in the study. Open 
Eye Café had a similar result where customers reported that the landscaping played a negative 
impact in their decision to go there, yet the owner thought it was influential to the business’s 
success.  
Café Driade exemplified the impact that landscaping could have on the success of a coffee shop. 88% 
of the customers said it played a positive role in their decision to go there. Some customers even 
circled or provided extra plus signs next to this element. There was an obvious excitement about this 
element from the Café Driade customers. The Owner was very aware of this impact and continues to 
capitalize on this element.   
 
Figure 18. Landscaping at Café Driade 
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Table 9. Customer Survey Results - Landscaping 
+/- 
Café 
Driade 
Open 
Eye   Jesse’s 
Cup a 
Joe Jack Sprat 
Bean 
Traders Totals 
+ 88% 7% 
 
33% 17% 0% 27% 
 
30% 
- 3% 24%   15% 22% 18% 27%   17% 
Proximity to transportation 
Surprisingly customers did not value the impact of close proximity to public transportation as high as 
anticipated. Owners thought that their location next to a stop on a free bus line would play an 
important role in why customers came to their business because it provided access and exposure. In 
total though, 32% thought it played a role, 24% of which said it was a positive impact. These numbers 
are as high as they are because of two establishments – Open Eye Café and Jack Sprat.  
Table 10. Customer Survey Results - Proximity to Transportation 
+/- 
Café 
Driade 
Open 
Eye   Jesse’s 
Cup a 
Joe Jack Sprat 
Bean 
Traders Totals 
+ 13% 33% 
 
22% 17% 36% 13% 
 
24% 
- 10% 4%   11% 17% 3% 0%   8% 
 
Density of buildings 
The proximity to other businesses, a valued element, is largely a result of density. Scott Murray 
repeatedly mentioned how the most essential factor in creating retail space is population density. 
Owners frequently referred to the number of people and businesses near them, but none of them 
used the word density. Both the owners and the customers hesitated when they got to that element 
on the rating sheet. Though they valued the element upon further explanation of how more buildings 
to a block can change the environment, creating a more urban feel, and can result in an increase of 
people in close proximity of the business.  
Density is a buzz word in retail location and urban planning. With more buildings, there are greater 
numbers of people and more potential for customers. Owners have the instinct to know you need to 
be in a populated location, but they may not utilize the word density or consciously understand how 
the density of buildings results in a larger population. Appendix H includes figure ground drawings of 
the case studies, demonstrating the density of building mass around the establishments. 
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At the core of all the interviews the groups demonstrated that density has an impact on the business.  
30% of the customers reported it had an impact on their decision to go to the coffee shops. All 
owners thought the element played a role in their success.  
Table 11. Customer Survey Results - Density of Buildings 
+/- 
Café 
Driade 
Open 
Eye   Jesse’s 
Cup a 
Joe Jack Sprat 
Bean 
Traders Totals 
+ 23% 27% 
 
26% 13% 36% 27% 
 
26% 
- 3% 7%   4% 4% 0% 7%   4% 
 
Building Architecture 
51% of the customers reported an impact that architecture plays on their decision to go to a coffee 
shop. Jesse’s and Café Driade received the greatest amount of customers responses citing that 
architecture is a positive attribute.  
Owners thought that architecture played a role in the success, or lack of, of their business. The 
owners of the two coffee shops located in strip malls – Cup a Joe and Bean Traders – both admitted 
that the architecture intrigue was lacking. So it’s no surprise that these two establishments had more 
people negatively affected then positively affected by the architecture.  
Table 12. Customer Survey Results - Building Architecture 
+/- 
Café 
Driade 
Open 
Eye   Jesse’s 
Cup a 
Joe Jack Sprat 
Bean 
Traders Totals 
+ 68% 29% 
 
48% 9% 30% 20% 
 
37% 
- 5% 20%   7% 30% 6% 20%   14% 
Application of Findings_________________________________________  
The results of this study may be helpful to individuals looking to open up a coffee shop and to those 
designing and regulating spaces which coffee shops could inhabit. This study found that visibility, 
accessibility, parking design, proximity to other businesses and residences, and pedestrian traffic were 
very valuable to the success of coffee shops. Additionally, architecture, landscape, and sidewalk width 
can have an impact on a coffee shop. 
Owners should pick a location that is easily legible. Visibility is important for bringing in new customers, 
but according to this study it is also important to returning customers. Regulators should make sure not 
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to detract from visibility through the infrastructure plans, development approval process, and sign 
ordinances.  
Customers are driven by convenience. The coffee shop needs to be easily accessible. Producers should 
design sites where access to each business is easy. Regulators should support ease of access to 
businesses through regulations and the development approval process.  
Convenience is also steered by the proximity to residences and other businesses. A large portion of a 
coffee shop customer base consists of employees nearby. And customers are likely to patron a coffee 
shop that is closer to their home. Producers should do market research in a small geography to 
determine a significant amount of households and businesses prior to locating a retail site. Owners 
should do the same for their market segment before leasing a space. Regulators should continue to 
support clustering of retail through zoning. 
Despite movements toward more walkable neighborhoods, customers are mostly arriving by car and the 
availability of parking is factoring into their decision to go to a coffee shop. Producers should provide 
ample and well-designed parking. When designing parking lots, producers should be careful not to 
negatively contribute to the built environment. For example, parking infrastructure should not impede 
visibility of the business from the street. Owners should choose sites where parking is available and well-
designed. To increase exposure to new customers, coffee shops should be located on streets with high 
pedestrian traffic. In addition, customers like to patron coffee shops where there are a lot of people 
around. Some producers and owners would argue that automobile traffic counts are just as important. 
While any type of high traffic increases the chance of new customers, automobile traffic deters 
customers from patronizing a coffee shop. They do not want to look out of a coffee shop at a lot of 
automobiles. Producers should design retail spaces to overlook the pedestrian realm. Owners should 
observe the pedestrian traffic counts of a site before leasing it. 
The width of the sidewalk outside a coffee shop plays a role in a customer’s decision to go there. A 
wider sidewalk allows for outdoor seating which is highly valuable to customers.  Sidewalk width also 
contributes to how the business interacts with the public realm of the street. Customers do not want to 
experience the automobile traffic when in a coffee shop. Producers should design buildings with a 
deeper setback to allow for this sidewalk and outdoor space. Regulators should pay close attention to 
how the sidewalk width ordinances impact the businesses. Owners should look for locations where the 
sidewalk width creates distance from the public realm and allows for outdoor seating. 
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Customers choose to patron a place where they enjoy the environment. The architecture and the 
landscape help define this environment. Owners should not overlook these two elements when 
analyzing a site. Both building architecture and landscape could have a negative impact on potential 
customers. Producers should take care in designing retail buildings and owners should not lease a space 
with unattractive architecture. Landscaping is an element that can easily be improved on and should be 
in order to attract and retain customers. Producers should include spaces for landscaping in their design. 
Whether it be adding the element themselves or demanding the property owner to add plantings, 
owners should make sure that landscaping is a part of their built environment. 
Conclusion________________________________________________________ 
This study found that the design of the built environment does have an impact on coffee shops and 
presumably on retail in general. Producers of retail spaces believe bad design will have a negative 
impact on coffee shops, and that good design may have a positive impact. Customers demonstrate that 
design more often has a positive, rather than negative, impact on their decision to patronize a coffee 
shop. Owners believe that the built environment design influences the success of their business.  
Visibility, accessibility, parking design, proximity to other businesses and residences, and pedestrian 
traffic are the six most influential built environment elements. Automobile traffic, architecture, 
landscape, and sidewalk width also have an impact on the success of retail. 
This study focused on a topic that has largely been left unaddressed and makes the case that further 
research could benefit the retail industry and community as a whole. While the study has inherent 
limitations, there is an opportunity to improve on the study and to leverage the results. Owners, 
producers, customers, and regulators should allocate more fiscal value to the built environment design 
going forward.  
It is challenging to assign a direct relationship between the value of the built environment design and a 
specific profit margin. This study is a first step toward addressing this challenge by showing that 
producers, owners and customers all believe that built environment design does have an impact on the 
success of a coffee shop. Further research could value businesses and compare the built environment 
and business values of each establishment. 
A financial gap exists on what producers are willing to spend on design, what owners are willing to 
spend in rent for a well-designed space, and what customers are willing to spend on products that 
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support the higher rent. An additional next step could be to address the financial gap of what each 
group is willing to spend for good design.   
The most immediate next step is for owners to be attentive to the built environment when looking for a 
location and for producers to take care in designing the built environment surrounding retail businesses 
because the design of the built environment has an impact on the viability of retail. 
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Appendix A: Importance of Coffee Shops 
Coffee shops play a significant role in our neighborhoods today. They are third places, serving as 
community centers and anchors to neighborhoods. 
Third Places and the Community Center 
Part of the reason I chose to frequent coffee shops was as a result of the social aspect of coffee 
shops. They are third places. Ray Oldenburg coined the term ‘third place’ and describes in detail what 
makes a third place in his view. Its name derives from the concept that our two usual social 
environments are our home and our work, but a third place is necessary for our community building. 
Having a place for community has always been part of our culture and plays an important role in the 
success of a community.    
Clarence Perry’s neighborhood unit encircles what he calls ‘the community center’ where 
neighborhood uses like a school and church are clustered. This is a place where everyone can walk to, 
no one person has ownership of the space, and people can meet.  
Many types of establishments have served the role of a community center – public centers, religious 
institutions, schools, membership institutions, libraries, and coffee shops. These traditional 
community center establishments though have seen a down spiral in their effectiveness to serve the 
role needed in a community. Cities have developed many formalized public community centers as 
integral nodes to the townscape with recreation as the central activity. I believe today that these 
centers more often have the image as places where low socio-economic individuals can feel welcome 
and those with money do not want to frequent. They are also criticized for being places with too 
much programming and not just a place where individuals can meet up.  
Religious institutions have served as community centers for centuries, but are only centers for a 
portion of the community. And as the role of religion in society becomes less significant, so does the 
religious buildings’ role as the center of the community.  
Other establishments like YMCA, country clubs, and social societies have served as a meeting space 
for those willing to become a member at cost. While these serve the purpose of a center, they too 
are only for a small portion of the community. Also, as Putman describes, memberships in general are 
decreasing. People seem to not want to be actively associated with a group, but are in general 
focused on individuality. Therefore these membership-linked places are declining.  
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Public libraries have become a place of community with little societal stigma, including all, and 
providing a place for learning and meeting.  Libraries serve a primary role of accessing books, but 
with the forces of technology the demand for libraries is dwindling, threatening the existence of 
these institutions. The school has also been seen as a community center.   
As mentioned earlier, the elementary school is the node of Clarence Perry’s neighborhood unit and 
those theorists who have followed in his beliefs. Though I would argue that this type of community 
center is more about the center of the community theoretically and not as a physical place where 
every individual of the community feels as though they could walk in without an invitation or specific 
program in mind.  
Outdoor spaces like parks or plazas can also be viewed as community centers. William Whyte spent 
his career focused on the use of urban spaces. Among many concepts, he documented how people 
often utilize these spaces for social interaction. These places are open to the public, free, and present 
an opportunity to be around other people. These spaces, however, are limited by weather and time 
of day.  
The coffee shop, however, has and continues to be a community center that addresses all of the 
above criticisms of traditional community centers. I believe that the coffee shop has become the 
primary community center through its very nature of being a third place. Oldenburg characterizes the 
third place as being a place to both be around people and be alone, a place to meet up, a place for 
conversation, a neutral ground, open to the whole public, and lastly a positive environment.  
Coffee shops are social places. They “serve the human need for communion.” You can meet up with 
other people, planned or by chance. You are guaranteed to not be alone in a coffee shop. At 
minimum the employees of the business will be there, but there are always regulars that a business 
and its customers count on. Third places are locations where you can feel comfortable going alone 
and not feel alone. 
The activities at coffee shops are not typically programmed like those at traditional community 
centers. You show up to do whatever activity it is that you choose to do. It is an informal 
environment. Most often the activities though are eating/drinking, conversation, and some form of 
work. Oldenburg believes that the primary activity is conversation. You can do work at work or 
school, you can eat and drink at home, but you cannot have a conversation if you are alone in your 
home or, more specifically, have a no-implication conversation with the fixed people in your lives.  
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You can go to a coffee shop and have conversations with random people that are uninhibited. It is a 
free environment to act however you please.  
Coffee shops are a neutral ground where people can gather to be around each other without any of 
the sociological regulations that are often placed on group environments. It is neither your place nor 
the person you are meeting’s place. There are no expectations of who you are supposed to be, no 
dress code, people don’t have to know everything about you to accept you in their shared 
environment, and no one has to play host to the group. It is a neutral space. 
They are also levelers. Coffee shops, while actually private businesses are thought of as public places 
where anyone is welcome to walk in the door.  While not every individual can afford to buy the most 
expensive coffee, the space is inclusive. No one knows who you are when you walk through the door 
and your social status can be stripped. Oldenburg  says that “third places counter the tendency to be 
restrictive in the enjoyment of others by being open to all and by laying emphasis on qualities not 
confined to status distinctions current in the society.”   
And my personal favorite characteristic of coffee shops is that they have an upbeat environment. This 
mood is likely because everyone chooses to be there, wants to enjoy the company of others, and is 
able to be uninhibited. Coffee shops are a place of positive energy, full of warmth, and a home away 
from home. They therefore serve the role of being a place of regeneration. They are the third place 
where you restore yourself from the stress at work and home.  
All of these characteristics demonstrate what a positive influence coffee shops can have on 
individuals and therefore on the community as a whole. It is no surprise that they have become 
increasingly popular in communities. Coffee shops are starting to replace the traditional community 
centers because they serve the same purpose as a place for people to gather but they are informal, 
not programmed, and do not have a negative social stigma.   
“When men are thus knit together, by a Love of Society, not a Spirit of Faction, and don’t meet to 
censure or annoy those that are absent, but to enjoy one another: When they are thus combined for 
their own improvement, or for the Good of others, or at least to relax themselves from the Business 
of the Day, by an innocent and cheerful conversation, there may be something very useful in these 
little Institutions and Establishments.” (Goodwin, 1973). 
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As Richard Goodwin says in the quote above, there is something very useful about third places. They 
are serving an important role in our community as places to improve and enjoy each other. The 
coffee shop is the new community center and worth investment in for the good of our community.  
Coffee Shops as Retail Anchor  
As a result of this heightened attention to third places serving our community and the growth of the 
industry, real estate developers are catching on that a coffee shop should be included in their 
projects. After interviewing 9 producers, I learned that developers tend to want a coffee shop in their 
development because it adds a sense of community to the place, it brings in more customers, and it 
captures people for a longer period than destination retail. These qualities are exactly what an 
anchor retail business provides.  I would argue that the coffee shop is the new junior anchor of a 
project.  
Gary Kuebler of Scientific Properties has been searching for a coffee shop to move into the Golden 
Belt development because he thinks it will complete the project and draw in more people to his site. 
Golden Belt is a unique development because it is a large site, acting as a community within itself - 
complete with housing, retail, and office space. Scientific Properties is looking for businesses that will 
help to pull the surrounding community into Golden Belt. They think this is best achieved through a 
coffee shop.  
Sam Crutchfield, Vice President of Commercial Brokerage at Grubb Properties, agreed that coffee 
shops serve the role as anchors. He described a section of North Hills Mall that is always busy with 
people as a result of the Starbucks and Panera Bread. He doesn’t think that area would have survived 
without the third places drawing in people.  
While real estate developers are trending towards a larger appreciation and sometimes dependence 
on coffee shops in their development program, there are significant financial concerns. Coffee shops, 
specifically locally-owned ones, are a challenging business where significant profits are hard to 
achieve. As a result, they cannot afford high rents or sometimes even the market rent. And of more 
significance, they could present challenges to securing financing. Coffee shops serve the purpose of 
an anchor in drawing in customers, but they do not meet the criteria of anchor tenants to provide 
stable rents to meet debt service requirements. Lenders look to anchor tenants to consistently meet 
their rent. They feel comfortable loaning money to a developer with the confidence that at minimum 
the anchor tenant revenue will be received, allowing the borrower to make their debt payments. 
With an uncertain business, lenders are less likely to provide financing.  These financial concerns 
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were mentioned by all of the producer interviews. Further research on how to meet these financial 
gaps would be beneficial to development programs and to the community as a result.  
With the growing importance to developers and the community role, it becomes apparent that 
coffee shops are a significant retail business.  
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Appendix B1: Owner Survey 1 of 2 
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Appendix B2:  Owner Survey 2 of 2  
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Appendix C: Owner Survey Results 
 
Owners were asked to what degree they thought the elements influence the success of their business. 
They chose a value from the scale below. 
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Appendix D1:  Customer Survey Page 1 of 2 
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Appendix D2: Customer Survey Page 2 of 2 
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Appendix E: Customer Survey Question #1 Results 
Customers were asked to check all of the items which they believed contribute to their decision to 
patronize the coffee shop. 
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Appendix F:  Customer Survey Question #2 Results 
Customers were asked to what degree they thought the elements impact their decision to patronize coffee shops. They marked “+” for 
a positive impact, “-“ for a negative impact, and left a blank for no impact (“b” in summary). Counts of each response per element, per 
establishment, are listed are summarized below. Positive impacts above 40% and negative impacts above 30% are highlighted.  
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Appendix G: Maps of Case Studies 
 
 
Cafe Driade  
1215 E Franklin Street, Chapel Hill, NC 
 
Open Eye Café 
101 S. Greensboro Street, Carrboro, NC 
 
Jack Sprat Café 
161 East Franklin Street, Chapel Hill, NC 
 
Cup A Joe, Chapel Hill 
1129 Weaver Dairy Road, Chapel Hill, NC 
 
Cup A Joe, Hillsborough 
120 West King Street, Hillsborough, NC 
 
Jesse’s 
401 East Main Street, Carrboro, NC 
 
Bean Traders 
116 W. Barbee Chapel Rd, Durham, NC 
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Appendix H:  Figure Ground Drawings 
Café Driade  Cup a Joe, Chapel Hill 
 
 
 
 
Open Eye Café 
  
Jesse’s Cafe 
 
 
 
 
Jack Sprat 
  
Bean Traders 
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Appendix K: Checklist for Site Evaluation 
  
(From Ghosh’s Location Strategies for Retail and Service Firms) 
Local Demographics 
Population base of the local area 
Income potential in local area 
Traffic Flow and Accessibility 
Number of vehicles 
Type of vehicles 
Number of pedestrians 
Type of pedestrians 
Availability of mass transit 
Access to major highway 
Level of street congestion 
Quality of access streets 
Retail structure 
Number of competitors in the area 
Number and types of stores in the area 
Complementarity of neighboring stores 
Proximity to commercial areas 
Joint promotion by local merchants 
 
Site Characteristics 
Number of parking spots available 
Distance of parking areas 
Visibility of site from street 
Size and shape of lot 
Condition of existing building (if any) 
Ingress and egress quality 
Legal and Cost Factors 
Type of zoning 
Length of lease 
Local taxes 
Operations and maintenance costs 
Restrictive clauses in lease 
Voluntary regulations by local merchants 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
